## Wyndham GRAB & GO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>LUNCH</th>
<th>DINNER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Monday 5.17 | Cuban Black Bean Chicken Soup  
           | White Chicken Chili  
           | Cream of Potato Soup *  
           | Miso Soup V*  
                             | Italian Wedding Soup  
                             | **Wyndham closes for the semester after lunch!** |
|           | Tossed Salad ∆V  
           | Tossed Salad ∆V  
           | Tossed Salad ∆V  
           | Tossed Salad ∆V  
           | Tossed Salad ∆V  
           | **Congratulations Class of 2021!** |
|           | Beyond Burger V  
           | Beyond Burger V  
           | Beyond Burger V  
           | Beyond Burger V  
           | Beyond Burger V  
           | **2021** |
|           | Chicken Filet Sandwich  
           | Chicken Filet Sandwich  
           | Chicken Filet Sandwich  
           | Chicken Filet Sandwich  
           | Chicken Filet Sandwich  
           | **2021** |
|           | Mediterranean Turkey Burger ∆  
           | Mediterranean Turkey Burger ∆  
           | Mediterranean Turkey Burger ∆  
           | Mediterranean Turkey Burger ∆  
           | Mediterranean Turkey Burger ∆  
           | **2021** |
|           | Caramel Salted Brownie with Pretzel  
           | Assorted Cookies *  
           | Banana Snack Cake *  
           | Assorted Cookies *  
           | Assorted Cookies *  
           | **2021** |
|           | also...chips, fresh fruit & water!  
           | also...chips, fresh fruit & water!  
           | also...chips, fresh fruit & water!  
           | also...chips, fresh fruit & water!  
           | also...chips, fresh fruit & water!  
           | **2021** |
| Tuesday 5.18 | Cuban Black Bean Chicken Soup  
           | White Chicken Chili  
           | Cream of Potato Soup *  
           | Miso Soup V*  
                             | Italian Wedding Soup  
                             | **Wyndham closes for the semester after lunch!** |
|           | Tossed Salad ∆V  
           | Tossed Salad ∆V  
           | Tossed Salad ∆V  
           | Tossed Salad ∆V  
           | Tossed Salad ∆V  
           | **Congratulations Class of 2021!** |
|           | Beyond Burger V  
           | Beyond Burger V  
           | Beyond Burger V  
           | Beyond Burger V  
           | Beyond Burger V  
           | **2021** |
|           | Chicken Filet Sandwich  
           | Chicken Filet Sandwich  
           | Chicken Filet Sandwich  
           | Chicken Filet Sandwich  
           | Chicken Filet Sandwich  
           | **2021** |
|           | Mediterranean Turkey Burger ∆  
           | Mediterranean Turkey Burger ∆  
           | Mediterranean Turkey Burger ∆  
           | Mediterranean Turkey Burger ∆  
           | Mediterranean Turkey Burger ∆  
           | **2021** |
|           | Caramel Salted Brownie with Pretzel  
           | Assorted Cookies *  
           | Banana Snack Cake *  
           | Assorted Cookies *  
           | Assorted Cookies *  
           | **2021** |
|           | also...chips, fresh fruit & water!  
           | also...chips, fresh fruit & water!  
           | also...chips, fresh fruit & water!  
           | also...chips, fresh fruit & water!  
           | also...chips, fresh fruit & water!  
           | **2021** |
| Wednesday 5.19 | Cuban Black Bean Chicken Soup  
           | White Chicken Chili  
           | Cream of Potato Soup *  
           | Miso Soup V*  
                             | Italian Wedding Soup  
                             | **Wyndham closes for the semester after lunch!** |
|           | Tossed Salad ∆V  
           | Tossed Salad ∆V  
           | Tossed Salad ∆V  
           | Tossed Salad ∆V  
           | Tossed Salad ∆V  
           | **Congratulations Class of 2021!** |
|           | Beyond Burger V  
           | Beyond Burger V  
           | Beyond Burger V  
           | Beyond Burger V  
           | Beyond Burger V  
           | **2021** |
|           | Chicken Filet Sandwich  
           | Chicken Filet Sandwich  
           | Chicken Filet Sandwich  
           | Chicken Filet Sandwich  
           | Chicken Filet Sandwich  
           | **2021** |
|           | Mediterranean Turkey Burger ∆  
           | Mediterranean Turkey Burger ∆  
           | Mediterranean Turkey Burger ∆  
           | Mediterranean Turkey Burger ∆  
           | Mediterranean Turkey Burger ∆  
           | **2021** |
|           | Caramel Salted Brownie with Pretzel  
           | Assorted Cookies *  
           | Banana Snack Cake *  
           | Assorted Cookies *  
           | Assorted Cookies *  
           | **2021** |
|           | also...chips, fresh fruit & water!  
           | also...chips, fresh fruit & water!  
           | also...chips, fresh fruit & water!  
           | also...chips, fresh fruit & water!  
           | also...chips, fresh fruit & water!  
           | **2021** |
| Thursday 5.20 | Cuban Black Bean Chicken Soup  
           | White Chicken Chili  
           | Cream of Potato Soup *  
           | Miso Soup V*  
                             | Italian Wedding Soup  
                             | **Wyndham closes for the semester after lunch!** |
|           | Tossed Salad ∆V  
           | Tossed Salad ∆V  
           | Tossed Salad ∆V  
           | Tossed Salad ∆V  
           | Tossed Salad ∆V  
           | **Congratulations Class of 2021!** |
|           | Beyond Burger V  
           | Beyond Burger V  
           | Beyond Burger V  
           | Beyond Burger V  
           | Beyond Burger V  
           | **2021** |
|           | Chicken Filet Sandwich  
           | Chicken Filet Sandwich  
           | Chicken Filet Sandwich  
           | Chicken Filet Sandwich  
           | Chicken Filet Sandwich  
           | **2021** |
|           | Mediterranean Turkey Burger ∆  
           | Mediterranean Turkey Burger ∆  
           | Mediterranean Turkey Burger ∆  
           | Mediterranean Turkey Burger ∆  
           | Mediterranean Turkey Burger ∆  
           | **2021** |
|           | Caramel Salted Brownie with Pretzel  
           | Assorted Cookies *  
           | Banana Snack Cake *  
           | Assorted Cookies *  
           | Assorted Cookies *  
           | **2021** |
|           | also...chips, fresh fruit & water!  
           | also...chips, fresh fruit & water!  
           | also...chips, fresh fruit & water!  
           | also...chips, fresh fruit & water!  
           | also...chips, fresh fruit & water!  
           | **2021** |
| Friday 5.21 | Cuban Black Bean Chicken Soup  
           | White Chicken Chili  
           | Cream of Potato Soup *  
           | Miso Soup V*  
                             | Italian Wedding Soup  
                             | **Wyndham closes for the semester after lunch!** |
|           | Tossed Salad ∆V  
           | Tossed Salad ∆V  
           | Tossed Salad ∆V  
           | Tossed Salad ∆V  
           | Tossed Salad ∆V  
           | **Congratulations Class of 2021!** |
|           | Beyond Burger V  
           | Beyond Burger V  
           | Beyond Burger V  
           | Beyond Burger V  
           | Beyond Burger V  
           | **2021** |
|           | Chicken Filet Sandwich  
           | Chicken Filet Sandwich  
           | Chicken Filet Sandwich  
           | Chicken Filet Sandwich  
           | Chicken Filet Sandwich  
           | **2021** |
|           | Mediterranean Turkey Burger ∆  
           | Mediterranean Turkey Burger ∆  
           | Mediterranean Turkey Burger ∆  
           | Mediterranean Turkey Burger ∆  
           | Mediterranean Turkey Burger ∆  
           | **2021** |
|           | Caramel Salted Brownie with Pretzel  
           | Assorted Cookies *  
           | Banana Snack Cake *  
           | Assorted Cookies *  
           | Assorted Cookies *  
           | **2021** |
|           | also...chips, fresh fruit & water!  
           | also...chips, fresh fruit & water!  
           | also...chips, fresh fruit & water!  
           | also...chips, fresh fruit & water!  
           | also...chips, fresh fruit & water!  
           | **2021** |

Monday–Friday  
Lunch 12pm-1pm  
Dinner 5.30pm-6.30pm

* = Vegetarian  
V = Vegan  
∆ = Prepared Wheat Free